
CASA d'AMBRA ISCHIA BIANCO DOC 2022
Original price was: $38.99.$31.99Current price is: 
$31.99.

Product Code: 3139

Country: Italy

Region: Campania

Sub Region: Ischia DOC

Style: White

Variety: White Blend

Closure: Cork

Unit: Each

Volume: 750ml

Alcohol: 12.5%

Grape: 50% 
Biancolella, 
50% Forastera
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TASTING NOTES
Casa d'Ambra farms panoramic, breathtaking vineyards located on sea-facing cliffs a stunning 600 meters above the water
line. The vines are planted in tight terraces spaced at less than one meter apart. These are some of the most beautiful
vineyards in Italy.

From a tiny island off of Naples, this blend of Biancolella & Forastera has a bright expressive nose of brine, citrus and fresh
wildflowers. The palate displays lime peel with a touch of herbs and intense minerality from the volcanic soils of nearby Mount
Epomeo.

The winemakers of this volcanic island are referred to as  angeli matti – crazy angels – due to the extreme conditions they face
in growing and harvesting grapes on the steep, rocky terraces. History has it that the label was hand drawn by the famed
filmmaker and director, Lucio Visconti, with inspiration from the crested logo of Moet & Chandon. 

Review for previous vintages below... 

91/100 Mike Bennie, The Wine Front, March 2022  (2020 Vintage)
"From Campania, or more importantly the island of Ischia. A generational family business producing wines of frisky,
Mediterranean vibe, albeit the Gulf of Naples here. Anyways, this one is a blend of biancolella and forastera, notable local
varieties.

It’s crisp and saline, shows wisps of dried herbs and a sluice of just ripe nectarine and grapefruity freshness. Tightly wound,

https://vinofino.co.nz/product/casa-d-ambra-ischia-bianco-doc-2021/


energetic and minerally with loads of refreshment factor on its side. It’s not particularly complex, but it has some detail and is
very easy to drink. I had a glass at midday and it felt righteous alongside pickles, charcuterie and the like (thank you Napier
Quarter, as always). A delight."
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